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ABSTRACT: 

This article engages in issues of Enterprise Systems and SBPM (Social Business Process 

Management) influence, integration, joint evolution and reasons which cause these matters of 

fact. Afterwards, the Author describes his own approach based on extensions of WebRatio 

CASE tool, primarily targeted as a tool for supporting WebML method, to assist in modelling, 

developing and operating enterprise SBPM systems. Subsequently, the Author proposes 

several design components intended  for BPM developers which can be easily used to create a 

SBPM system with features as a collaboration of users, dynamic changes of workflow in 

runtime, common cooperation through Facebook or Twitter, etc. In the end, the Author 

summarizes the paper, suggests questions and discusses future directions of implementation 

of Enterprise SBPM Systems, especially from the point of view of an employment of 

WebRatio CASE tool as an analytic and design tool as well as operating platform into one. 
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MOTIVATION 

Modern WOIS (Web Oriented Information Systems) strongly targeted for use inside 

a given enterprise or business domain represent a modern information operating platform for 

enterprise business processes running in it. For modelling of such complex WOIS there are 

several web oriented analytic methods, such as OOHDM, UWE, and the most develop 

method of them – WebML [1 and 2]. On the other hand, in the area of business systems the 

specialised business process modelling methods are used, such as BPMN [3]. It is evident that 

the ones analysing and modelling methods exist in the area of web engineering and the other 

methods exist in the area of business modelling. We may put down a question if there is any 

connection between these two types of analysing methods as well as if exist the methods and 

tools supporting both such different analysing and modelling approaches ever. 

The last decade moved business into a very dynamic environment which is very liable to 

changes caused by global market situation, intensive competition and continuing 

dissemination of new technologies. Such changes must be supported not only by 

organisational structure, company workflow and business processes but also by information 

systems themselves. 

In addition, a modern information system is highly complicated application. A complete 

analysis of that is traditionally required as a necessary part of first phase of software 

construction process. Nevertheless, not every time it is possible to make a final analysis as 

deeply as needed. As time goes on requirement changes constantly coming and such changes 

aren't often caught by analysis.  

In recent years there has been an enormous increasing of Business Process Management 

(BPM) usage [4, 0, and 7]. One of the ways how to catch changing requirements is to use 

social BPM. It involves ordinary users to catch the changes and requirements. But it is not 



quite clear at present time what meaning the idea of social BPM is [8]. We will discuss this 

subject in more detail thereinafter. 

We can summarize the subject so far as follows. Present-day BPMs are not just about 

modelling process, but no less, about collaborating of different users as well. Interested users 

need to communicate and cooperate during the course of model evolution. Finally, these users 

aren't usually skilled in business processes modelling subject at all in contrast to a present-day 

trend to involve nontechnical users to take a part in a development process too. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Next, in Section 2, we start off by defining 

the problem statement we must resolve. Section 3 describes WebML method and WebRatio 

CASE Tools, Section 4 explains connection between WebRatio CASE tool and BPMN 

notation, finally section 5 introduces our approach. After that, Section 6 gives the results of 

our work, i.e., our implementation of Social Features in WebRatio CASE tool, and finally, 

Section 7 summarizes the paper, suggests improvements and discusses future directions for 

research. 

 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

As Clay Richardson says, the Social BPM is: “Processes developed and improved through 

the use of social technologies and techniques”. This definition follow his personal view of it 

as a way of bringing a new wave of BPM suites, including process Wikis, Process Mashups 

and BPM-as-a-Service started a lot of activity on the web [8]. But there are other opinions of 

this subject, under mentioned, that have been collected from social BOM discussion on EbizQ 

[9]. 

According to Michael zur Muehlen: “Social is all about providing context, a rich 

environment of data points that a streamlined workflow would be lacking otherwise. The 

challenge is to make this context useful, both from a social networking perspective and from 

an unstructured data perspective”, [8]. But, Tom Allanson explains that: “Social BPM is 

basically just collaborative business process management utilizing a collective network 

environment - it's about extending BPM access and decision-making to partners and select 

external parties without compromising the exclusivity of the core group”, [Ibid.].  

It can be seen that there is not only one right opinion about this subject. By the Authors, 

there are two large areas, in which the feature of social BPM can be implemented. 

 

• The first one is a collaboration platform for developers, business analysts and other 

professionals around BPM.  

• The second area is a collaboration platform for users of BPM systems.  

 

In this paper we aim only at the second area of implementing social BPM features. There are 

several issues we must solve. One issue is how to make BPM modelling dynamic (so the 

model can change during running the system). Another issue is how to easily involve non-

technical users so they can change the model, as it evolves in the time, without a special 

business modelling knowledge. 

 

WEBML AND WEBRATIO 

WebML [2] is the most developed web-method at the present time. As stated in the 

Wikipedia [1]. 

 

“WebML (Web Modeling Language) is a visual notation for designing 

complex data-intensive Web applications. It provides graphical, yet formal, 

specifications, embodied in a complete design process, which can be 

assisted by visual design tools, like WebRatio. This method has five models: 



structure, derivation, composition, navigation and presentation. These 

models are developed in an iterative process.” 

 

 

At first sight it looks like a process model is not included in the WebML concept or if you 

like, that any of the five different diagrams do not deals with the modelling of process domain 

of information systems. But, it is not true at all. The model of processes is included into 

a composite model of composition model and navigation model, jointly named as hypertext 

model in the WebML terminology.  

Primarily, the hypertext model is targeted towards modelling, on the one hand, the network 

of navigations between the pages of certain web site, and, on the other hand, the composition 

of particular web pages from functional units, such as data unit, multi-date unit, index unit 

and many others, how is in detail described in WebML hypertext diagram notation 

documentation. An example of simple hypertext diagram is shown in (Fig. 1, example is 

taken from [10]). 

Herein we put a very brief explanation of (Fig. 1); the example demonstrates a simple web 

site view denoted Product with four pages named: By category, Product details, Search and 

Images. All pages contain different units, for example, the page named Images contains the 

Product data unit and Enlarged images multi-data unit. But, we can also observe that there are 

the other units not included into any particular web page. These units are special process 

units, intended especially for data processing, but for other type of process activities as well. 

We can point out, for example, login or logout units. As far as concerning the data process 

units, be specific, Add note, Add to cart and Update stock units, these units are especially 

target for inserting, modifying and deleting information records into database. Farther, we can 

observe that last two data process units are included in a special area named Add to cart 

transaction. This special type of area includes data process units subjected to database 

transaction.  

It is clear now that WebML diagram really can contain also process elements placed 

outside web pages on navigational paths between them. However, it has appeared that this 

combination of complex business logic and hypertext design of web site into one complex 

diagram is not a very efficient solution. Firstly, such diagram is exceedingly complex for easy 

understanding by developer; secondly, the process alias business portion of the system can be 

more easily modelled by standardized BPMN [3] notation with many advantages. In the next 

section we show how this idea of WebML and BPMN jointly modelling is implemented in 

WebRatio CASE tool [11]. 

 

 

OUR APPROACH 

The approach we used to create a design support for inclusion of social features into 

a modelling and developing phase of Enterprise Systems, lies in the possibility to build 

custom units in WebRatio CASE tool [12]. By means of these custom units it is possible to 

extend a WebML modelling notation to fulfil our needs. Our extensions comprise the units 

dealing with some social aspects of business process management as discussed before. 

WebML is built on very few, highly configurable concepts, which can be used to 

effectively analyse and design complex web applications for publishing, updating or 

processing its content. The key aspect of WebML is a capability to define a hypertext model 

of a web site consisting of pages, content units, and operation units, linked each other to form 

a design specification of the whole system.  
 



 
  

Fig.  1- WebML hypertext diagram - example 

 

However, the core units provided by WebML may not be sufficient for covering the entire 

spectrum of application requirements; moreover one may need to use his own specialized 

software components in the course of a web applications development. To support this 

purpose, WebRatio enables developers to implement so called custom units (also called plug-

in units). A custom unit can be of type of content unit or operation unit and is defined by 

developer, and is not, of course, included in the WebRatio standard installation. Thus, 

a custom unit is both similar and different to the standard unit. 

A development of a custom unit covers all aspects of WebRatio CASE tool architecture, 

because a definition as well as an execution of the unit requires addressing both design-time 

and run-time issues.  

WebRatio CASE tool let developers to use their custom units in the course of web site 

development and these units will cooperate perfectly with standard units too. Since predefined 

WebML units are implemented in the same way as user’s custom units, a user can start 

familiarising with the components of a custom unit by looking at those of the standard units. 

 

SOCIAL FEATURES IMPLEMENTED IN WEBRATIO 

At the beginning, we have introduced a question of what kind of social BPM features our 

work should support (development phase or run-time?). The final decision at the moment is to 

implement only run-time features. It gives the added value to WebRatio applications 

developers so their web systems will support BPM social features just by adding new units 

with abilities as follows. 

 

• Login to the social network 

• Add a comment/note to the process as anonymous. 



• Add a comment/note to the process as logged user. 

• Delete a comment/note from the process for logged user. 

• Read a list of comments for the current process. 

• Read a list of all comments for the current application. 

 

We also have captured non-functional requirements are stated below. 
 

• W

e are aimed on implementing social BPM features from run-time phase of 

an application life cycle. 

• We must provide functionality for Facebook API. 

• We need an extensibility of new social networks. 
 

 
  

Fig.  2 - BPMN model of the Product Catalogue Application 

 
 



Fig.  3 - Generated WebML hypertext for the Confirm Receipt activity 

One of the ways how to extend functionality of WebRatio CASE tool is an utilisation of the 

concept of Custom Units (see preceding section). The concept of custom units is easily 

accessible to every user of WebRatio CASE tool. At the present we started with 

implementation of custom units covering only Facebook social network. Slight modification 

is needed to support other social networks (Twitter, LinkedIn). This modification only 

depends on API provided by particular social network provider. We have decided to 

implement only following functional types of custom units: 

 

Get Unit 

• Read a list of comments for the current process. 

• Read a list of all comments for the current application. 

 

Post Unit 

• Add a comment/note to the process as anonymous. 

• Add a comment/note to the process as logged user. 

 

Remove Unit 

• Delete a comment/note from the process for logged user. 

 

An example of some Social Units included into a Master Page of synchronised BPM project 

is shown in Fig. 4. Subsequently, the Fig. 5 shows the login page for BPM testing scenario 

created for the purposes of project testing. Finally, the Fig. 6 shows how particular social 

units are included in the process detail of Open and Check CV activity of our testing project.  

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This work is partially realised on an output of the master thesis of Dominik Franěk [13], 

supervised by the Author of this contribution. Moreover, many ideas have been initiated as a 

result of discussion with a WebRatio development team member, Mr Marco Brambilla. 

Planned future extensions cover a support for other social networks such as Twitter, LinkedIn. 

At present, only Facebook social network is supported and there is a strong need to add all 

popular social networks too. 

Another direction of our future work would be an automatic generation of Social Units 

during a synchronisation of BPM project with Web project. But, this part can’t be done 

without modifying a WebRatio source code and only in cooperation with WebRatio 

developer’s team has it would be realised. 

To summarize presenting article; we firstly explain the present-day necessity to enrich 

Business Process Management of Enterprise System of social-network features. Afterwards 

we show connections between WebML method and WebRatio CASE tool on one side and 

BPMN notation and social features on other side.  

Further, we briefly describe a process of transformation from BPMN scheme to WebML 

scheme. Furthermore, we describe our implementation of some custom social units created for 

WebRatio CASE tool. Finally, we propose some directions of future Author’s works. 
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Fig. 4. Units implemented in BPM testing scenario - master page 

 

 

 
 

Fig.  5. Units implemented in testing scenario - login page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

Fig.  6. Units implemented in testing scenario - process details with Social Units 
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